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The demand for expanded and targeted
remote information access requirements that
solve user’s requirements continues to
evolve based on today’s highly competitive
global economy. These users expect easy
access to their dynamic content data
(Audio, Video, Text) across any network,
using any web-enabled device.
These mobile users face a variety of
obstacles including administrative and
security policy barriers that prevent them
from connecting easily and transparently
through the various proxy servers, firewalls,
NAT devices, and routers that sit between
networks
To effectively handle these scenarios,
Neunet Solutions is excited to announce its
newest addition to their product offering.
FilesOnTheGo provides individual endusers and organizations the solution to
support full-time remote access for users;
i.e. "day extenders" who supplement office
hours by working from a home PC, business
partners working from their offices, and adhoc remote access users who want access
from anywhere on the road.

FilesOnTheGo is the lifeline that:
Enables agility and productivity –
Students, teachers, telecommuters,
traveling executives, and anyone who
needs to access files remotely without
having to carry around a bulky laptop,
floppy disks, CDs, and printed files
Reduces latency - where obtaining
accurate data is critical “FilesOnTheGo”
can reduce the time it takes to seize
opportunities with the most current data;
i.e., presentations, contract data and
sales proposals that are on the users
remote servers or PC’s
Coordinates geographically
dispersed teams - FilesOnTheGo can
span time zones and geography to
facilitate communication by allowing
colleagues, friends, and family members
restricted access to files you want to
share.

Delivers ROI - lowers e-mail volume,
reduces telephony costs and ensures
timely access to users who need the
critical information.

It's YOUR company. YOUR critical
data. YOUR competitive advantage.
You've worked hard. You've crafted the
competitive advantage that's second to
none. But the remote user is at a loss to
seize opportunities with the most current
data.
With FilesOnTheGo you save all the hassle
of carrying your laptop or worrying about
bringing the right documents with you. All
you need is a computer with access to the
Internet to begin remotely accessing your
documents anywhere, anytime.

Here’s how it FilesOnTheGo
works:
You will need to install it on the
computer that has an open connection
to the Internet, in other words have
Broadband or DSL connectivity.
FilesOnTheGo will catalogue all your
documents (MS Word/Excel, Word
Perfect, MS Power Point, PDF, media
files, and much more).
It will facilitate the viewing of the
documents remotely from any computer
with an Internet connection!
It will search unlimited numbers of
documents
that
are
in
your
computer/server
that
have
been
catalogued by FilesOnTheGo!
It will sort your files by name, date, size,
and location to quickly retrieve the one
you are searching for.
It will download documents and make
necessary modifications as needed.
It will upload documents to save it back
to the original location.
It will allow your colleagues, friends, and
family members restricted access to
files you want to securely share with
them.
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